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EVENTS AND WEBINARS

StarEast

Did you miss us at StarEast?  Watch the presentation hosted jointly by

Martin Salgado from Broadcom as well as customers from CVS and

Barclays around balancing the need for quality while improving lead time for

change.  For those unfamiliar with StarEast, it is an annual conference for

software testing and quality assurance professionals. This year’s event was

held on May 3rd and 4th in Orlando Florida. 

Conference Presentation

What is New with Agile Requirements Designer 3.3?

March 23, 2023

This webinar, delivered by Pavel Sestak, Product Manager for ARD, outlines

all the new improvements available with ARD 3.3. Be sure to watch the

recording. 

View Recording

Using Service Virtualization with the Mainframe

April 27, 2023

This webinar, delivered by Karl Miller, Global Technical Services Consultant,

describes how Service Virtualization can be used with the Mainframe.

Service Virtualization removes constraints by simulating mainframe systems

that are expensive, unavailable or being modified. SV can either virtualize

the mainframe as accessed by distributed systems via HTTP(S), IBM

Websphere MQ, IMS Connect Gateway or CICS Transaction Gateway. Be

sure to watch the recording.

View Recording

Go from Continuous Delivery to Accelerated Delivery of your
Digital Projects

June 29, 2023

Join our upcoming webinar presented by Martin Salgado, Architect at

Broadcom, Ramandeep Bhurjee, Vice President at Cigniti and Katie Norton,

Senior Research Analyst at IDC. With digital transformation being the top-

most priority for enterprises today, mission-critical technology strategists

and practitioners alike need to find predictable routes to successfully

implement digital transformation projects. Be sure to register for the

webinar.

Register Now

Office Hours 

Don’t forget to enroll in DevOps Office Hours

Register Now

PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Service Virtualization 

Are you using the latest version of Service Virtualization (10.7.2)?  Are you

interested in accessing the features that will be in the next version of

Service Virtualization without the hassle of upgrading? Customers on

Service Virtualization 10.7.2, can request early adopter patches to get

access to new capabilities early. Learn more about early access capabilities

by checking out our Post 10.7 Updates Documentation.

Agile Requirements Designer 3.3, March 2023

There is a new plugin framework available in the new release of Agile

Requirements Designer (ARD), version 3.3. Customizable plugins help the

development team integrate with any tool from test case management

systems to mainframes. ARD 3.3 also improves the way customers

integrate automation script generation into their CI/CD pipeline, enables flow

search in ARD Hub, and improves the experience of manual path building,

among other new capabilities.

CDD SaaS May Release

Updates to the SecOps Items Report

The Grafana SecOps dashboard presents the vulnerabilities trends - How
many items were detected or remediated over time.

The Security Items Report in CDD was enhanced to list the items that were
added or removed in a specific time frame, such that the security
stakeholders can now deep dive into the historical data to understand what
are the items that cause a peak in the count, or what items removed which
case the numbers to drop.

New and Changed Plugins:

New plugin Cucumber JVM 11 plugin developed to support Java 11 tests projects

New Plugin was developed to support Jira Cloud (in addition to the current plugin which
interface with Jira on-prem)

The Ansible Tower plugin was enhanced to support transitions from "Ansible Tower" to
"Ansible Automation"

The REST plugin was enhanced to authenticate with OAuth 2.0 Client Credentials

Blogs & Assets 

Customer Success Story from CVS using Agile Requirements
Designer

Take a minute to listen to how CVS is using Agile Requirements Designer

and the difference it has made in their automation of DevOps.  

Watch the Video

“How to Revitalize Your Testing with Continuous Everything
Practice“,

Blog by Shamim Ahmed, CTO at Broadcom

Software testing has been an established discipline as old as software

development itself. We have seen significant evolution of testing practices

recently specially driven by Continuous Delivery and DevOps, where testing

is increasingly integrated with agile development and other software

lifecycle practices.

Read the Blog
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